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Abstract
In wireless mobile networks, neighbor discovery is fundamental to many useful applications. The limited energy of
mobile devices stresses the need for effective and energy-saving asynchronous neighbor discovery protocols. The neighbor
discovery would fail due to some uncontrollable factors such as hardware errors or sudden interruptions, which are
considered as the unreliable link in this paper. Existing works do not take the unreliable link into consideration and the
performances with unreliable link can still be improved. In this paper, we assume a certain probability that unreliable link
would happen, and design a novel deterministic Quorum System (QS)—E-grid(k) QS and a novel probabilistic QS—Plain(k)
QS and propose two algorithms based on these two QSs to solve the asynchronous neighbor discovery problem in wireless
mobile networks with unreliable link. Extensive simulations are conducted to evaluate our algorithms. We use the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the discovery latency and the Valid Overlapped Time Slots (VOTS) of QS in the evaluation.
Simulation results show that Plain(k) and E-grid(k) QSs outperform most existing neighbor discovery protocols in both P2P
model and clique model with unreliable or reliable link.

Keywords Neighbor discovery · Wireless mobile network · Quorum system · Unreliable link

1 Introduction

Nowadays, with more people having their own smartphones,
different usage demands of smartphones rapidly grow
in daily life and the communication among neighboring
smartphones in wireless mobile networks has become
increasingly important. For example, one may want to share
his/her travel photos with his/her families via smartphone
by using Zapya, an application designed to enable file
sharing among smartphones. Another example is that people
can shake their smartphones to get information about
shops around them using WeChat. In order to enable
communication among neighboring smartphones, a crucial
process is how can a smartphone discover its neighboring
devices, i.e. smartphones within communication range.
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Although central servers can help with solving this problem,
these applications are able to reach greater performance
by using local neighbor discovery protocols. Firstly, local
neighbor discovery protocols can be used anytime while
the central servers may be unavailable. Secondly, the
connection between smartphones and the central server may
encounter several problems, such as the delay, unexpected
interruption, and weak signal. Also, detecting neighbors
locally costs less money and energy. In local neighbor
discovery protocols, the time of each smartphone can be
different with others.

The asynchronous neighbor discovery problem is fun-
damental in wireless sensor networks and wireless mobile
networks [8, 22]. It can be applied in many useful appli-
cations [5, 13, 25, 26]. To solve this problem and save the
energy of smartphones, many neighbor discovery protocols
are designed [1, 4, 6, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17–20, 22]. In these
protocols, the time is divided into equal-length time slots,
some of which are active time slots while others are idle
time slots. Only in the active time slots, smartphones are
able to find other active smartphones. Existing protocols
can be divided into two groups: deterministic protocols [1,
4, 6, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 22] and probabilistic
protocols [18]. The deterministic protocols establish a
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pattern to schedule the periodical operations of each smart-
phone when performing neighbor discovery. Many deter-
ministic protocols are designed based on QSs. Gird [15] and
Torus [12] are the two basic ones, which are very simple and
far from the optimal quorum size. U-connect [11], Disco
[6] are prime-based protocols and can improve the worst-
case discovery latency. Searchlight [1] changes the regular
relationship between two smartphones and performs much
better in reducing discovery latency. Cyclic [14], Code-base
[19] are designed based on the difference of sets in combi-
natorics and can reach the optimal quorum size. Nihao [20],
Integer and Non-integer [4], ALOHA-like [22], Panda [17]
present novel models to improve the effectiveness. Besides
deterministic protocols, there are many works focusing on
probabilistic protocols [21, 23]. The most representative one
is the Birthday protocol [18], whose performance is stable.

However, all the existing protocols mentioned above
don’t take the unreliable link among smartphones into
consideration. The unreliable link is caused by some
uncontrollable factors, such as hardware errors and sudden
interruptions, which would lead to the failure of neighbor
discovery. To solve this problem, this paper aims at
designing protocols dealing with unreliable link in wireless
mobile networks based on QSs. There are two reasons for
designing protocols based on QSs. Firstly, by the rotation
closure property and intersection property of QS, the
successful connectivity of a whole network is guaranteed
and it does not require time synchronization among devices
[28]. Secondly, although many other techniques can be used
to design a distributed and asynchronous protocol, QS is
simple to implement and easy to deploy in the practical
environment.

In this paper, we devise a deterministic protocol E-grid(k)
and a probabilistic protocol Plain(k) to solve the neighbor
discovery problem with unreliable link. To evaluate our
protocols, we adopt not only the CDF and the worst-case
of discovery latency, which are utilized in many existing
works, but also a new metric: the VOTS to estimate the
protocols, which measures the average neighbor discovery
ability of the protocols.

We make the following contributions in this paper:

– To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
solves the asynchronous neighbor discovery problem
with unreliable link.

– We design a novel deterministic QS—E-grid(k) QS
based on the Grid QS [15] and a neighbor discovery
protocol E-grid(k). The parameter k can be adjusted to
meet the actual demand.

– We design a novel probabilistic QS—Plain(k) QS and
a neighbor discovery protocol Plain(k). We also prove
that any probabilistic QS constructed by a special way
and satisfies the intersection property can also be used
to solve the neighbor discovery problem.

– We evaluate our algorithms by both theoretical analysis
and simulation. Experiment results show that our
protocols outperform existing protocols when there are
unreliable or reliable links in wireless mobile networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the definition of QS, model, and some notations.
Section 3 proposes the construction and properties of
three QSs. We design and analyze two quorum-based
algorithms in Section 4. Section 5 provides the simulation
results of these algorithms. In Section 6, we present
some related works. We conclude the whole paper in
Section 7.

2 Systemmodel and assumption

This paper considers the wireless mobile network with
smartphone set D, where D = {u0, · · · , un−1} and
u represents a smartphone. Each smartphone can only
discover smartphones within its communication range. This
paper divides the time period T of a smartphone into m

time slots, i.e. T = {τ0, · · · , τm−1} where τ is the time slot.
In order to reduce energy consumption, each smartphone
wakes up in some time slots, called the active time slots,
and sleeps in the remaining time slots, called the idle time
slots, in each period. A smartphone sends beacons at the
beginning of each active time slot and listens to other
smartphones’ beacons during the time slot. In each idle
time slot, the smartphone does not receive or send beacons
and consumes little energy. Usually, smartphones may not
be able to discover their neighbors because of hardware
errors, transmission interruptions and so on. So we have
to consider unreliable links in the wireless mobile network
when solving the neighbor discovery problem, even though
these smartphones start or stop the discovery randomly.
For example, the one who tries to share travel photos
with his/her parents. The parents may be quite far from
him/her and the wireless signal is not stable. We hope our
protocols can help he/she achieve the goal even though
they may start the application asynchronously. In this
paper, we solve this problem by designing quorum-based
protocols.

2.1 Quorum system

2.1.1 Deterministic QS

Definition 1 (Deterministic Quorum System) Given a
universal set U = {0, . . . , n − 1}, a deterministic QS �D

under U is a collection of non-empty subsets of U , each
called a quorumQ, which satisfies the intersection property:
∀Qa, Qb ∈ �D : Qa ∩ Qb �= ∅ [9].
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For example, �Da = {{0}, {0, 1}, {0, 2}} is a QS under
U = {0, 1, 2} and there are three quorums in �Da : Qa =
{0}, Qb = {0, 1} and Qc = {0, 2}. A quorum can be rotated.
The rotation of a quorum Q is R(Q, i) = {(j + i) mod n |
j ∈ Q}, where i is a non-negative integer and Q is in a QS
�D under U = {0, . . . , n − 1}. For instance, if i = 2 and
the quorum is Qb, the rotation of Qb is R(Qb, i) = {0, 2}.

The rotation closure property of a QS �D under U =
{0, . . . , n−1} is: ∀Qa, Qb ∈ �D, i ∈ {0, . . . , n−1} : Qa ∩
R(Qb, i) �= ∅. For instance, QS �Da = {{0}, {0, 1}, {0, 2}}
under U = {0, 1, 2} does not have the rotation closure
property because {0, 2}∩R({0}, 1) = ∅. Another QS�Db =
{{0, 1}, {0, 2}, {1, 2}} under U = {0, 1, 2} has the rotation
closure property.

2.1.2 Probabilistic QS

Probabilistic QSs �P are quite similar with deterministic
QSs. The only difference between probabilistic QSs and
deterministic QSs is that each quorum pair satisfies the
intersection property with a probability in probabilistic QSs
but must satisfy the intersection property in deterministic
QSs. We define the probability of each quorum pair
satisfying the intersection property in probabilistic QSs as
Po

∀Qa, Qb ∈ �P : Po = E[sgn(|Qa ∩ Qb|)]
=

∑

i

pi · sgn(|Qi
a ∩ Qi

b|), (1)

where sgn(x) is the sign function and sgn(x) = 0 when
x = 0, sgn(x) = −1 when x < 0 and sgn(x) = 1 when
x > 0. sgn(|Qa ∩Qb|) represents whether Qa and Qb have
overlapped elements. Then we use Qi

a to represent the ith

possible case of Qa and pi to represent the probability that
the ith case appears.

Definition 2 (Probabilistic Quorum System) Given a
universal set U = {0, . . . , n − 1}, a probabilistic QS �P is
a collection of subsets of U , where the probability of each
quorum pair in �P satisfying the intersection property is at
least Po [16].

The Po of each quorum pair in a probabilistic QS should
be the same because we use the same method to construct
the quorums in a probabilistic QS. We give an example
to show this point. Let U = {0, 1, 2, 3} and we construct
a probabilistic QS �Pa consisting of three quorums, each
of the three quorums is constructed by randomly selecting
two elements from U . Each quorum pair in this QS has(4
2

)·(42
) = 36 possible cases. They have overlapped elements

in
(4
2

) ·5 = 30 cases and do not have overlapped elements in

1 2 4 5 60 3 7 8

81 2 3 74 5 60

Wake Sleep

overlapoverlap

aQ

bQ

Fig. 1 Synchronous quorums

(4
2

) · (22
) = 6 cases. The possible cases are the same for each

quorum pair. Then we have Po = 5
6 · 1 + 1

6 · 0 = 5
6 .

2.2 Problem formulation

As described above, a time period T of a smartphone is
divided into m equal-length time slots, denoted by T =
{τ0, · · · , τm−1}. Smartphones wake up in a few time slots
and sleep in other time slots so as to save energy. In this
paper, we employ QS to determine at which slots should
smartphones wake up and perform neighbor discovery. We
construct a QS � based on T , which corresponds to the
universal set U . That is, the elements of each quorum
are active time slots of a smartphone. When performing
neighbor discovery, each smartphone selects a quorum Q

from � and wakes up at time slots in Q and sleeps at other
time slots during each period T .

If two smartphones can discover each other, their quo-
rums must overlap. The time slots of the two smartphones
may be synchronous or asynchronous. When their time
slots are synchronous, they can communicate at the over-
lapped time slots. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, Qa =
{0, 1, 2, 4, 7}, Qb = {0, 3, 4, 5, 6}, Qa ∩ Qb = {0, 4}. The
two smartphones can communicate at time slots 0 and 4.
When their time slots are asynchronous, that is, each smart-
phone has a different time shift ti ∈ N

+. The time shift can
be regarded as the time slots of one smartphone are rotated.
Thus, the QS should have the rotation closure property so
that the two smartphones can communicate. For example, as
shown in Fig. 2, Qa = {0, 1, 2, 4, 7}, Qb = {0, 3, 4, 5, 6},
R(Qa, 1) ∩ Qb = {3, 5} under U = {0, . . . , 8}.

This paper considers a pair of smartphones as neighbors
when they are respectively in the communication range
of each other. The link between each pair of smartphones
may be unreliable due to some uncontrollable reasons
(e.g., network interruption). And we assume the probability

1 2 4 5 60 3 7 8

81 2 3 74 5 60
bQ

aQ
1 slot

Wake Sleep

overlap overlap

Fig. 2 Asynchronous quorums
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that unreliable link appears is Pu. Therefore, the neighbor
discovery problem can be described as: constructing a QS
so that each pair of smartphones have a sufficiently large
probability P to discover each other at least once in each
time period T . Because the time slots of two smartphones
may be synchronous or asynchronous, we prove that
deterministic QSs having the rotation closure property and
probabilistic QSs having the intersection property can be
employed in neighbor discovery.

Lemma 1 If �D satisfy the rotation closure property, �D

is a solution to the neighbor discovery problem [10].

Corollary 1 If �P satisfy the intersection property (Po >

0) and the construction method of quorums is randomly
selecting k elements, this �P is also a solution to the
neighbor discovery problem.

Proof According to the construction method, �P contains
all the possible combinations of randomly selecting k

elements from m elements. The rotations of Qi are Qj ∈
�P in such QS. That is ∀Qi ∈ �P , t ∈ N

+ : R(Qi, t) =
Qj ∈ �P . When smartphones are in an asynchronous
situation, each smartphone has a time shift ti from the real
time and the quorums have to be rotated. But according
to the aforementioned property of �P , the rotations of
quorums are still in �P . Thus the influence of time shift
is removed and the asynchronous situation can transformed
into the synchronous situation. When smartphones are in
a synchronous situation, any two quorums of smartphones
have at least the probability Po to have overlapped elements
according to the intersection property in an �P . Each pair
of smartphones always can have overlapped time slots and
solve the neighbor discovery problem.

In order to evaluate the QS theoretically, we first
introduce the Expected Quorum Overlap Sizes (EQOS) [9].

Definition 3 (EQOS) For a quorum system �, its expected
quorum overlap sizes is

Eo =
∑

Qa,Qb∈�

P (Qa)P (Qb) |Qa ∩ Qb |, (2)

where P(Qa) and P(Qb) are the probability of quorumsQa

and Qb selected by two smartphones respectively.

EQOS is an average neighbor discovery ability measure-
ment to estimate the expected number of beacons received
in each round [9]. When the wireless mobile network is a
P2P model, i.e. there are only two smartphones, EQOS is
calculated by Eq. 2. But when the wireless mobile network
is a clique model, i.e. there are more than two smart-
phones, the collision of the beacons from the different
neighbors cannot be ignored because there may be more

than two smartphones are awake. We thus propose the Valid
Overlapped Time Slots (VOTS).

Definition 4 (VOTS) For a quorum system �, its valid
overlapped time slots Ev is the number of time slots where
smartphones can achieve a successful discovery.

The VOTS only considers the overlapped time slots
where the beacons from different neighbors do not collide.
For a P2P network, the VOTS is equal to the EQOS. For
a clique network, the EQOS is an upper bound of the
VOTS. Because the time is asynchronous and the number
of neighbors is large, the cases of the beacons are very
complex. Thus, the VOTS is very hard to be calculated
by theoretical analysis. In this paper, we get the value by
extensive experiments. The VOTS is the average results of
all experiments for each Quorum System. Note that the
value of the VOTS of a specific Quorum System is constant,
which is determined by its property. Thus, we can use a
statistical method to calculate the value.

Most existing works use metrics such as worst-
case discovery latency, CDF and so on to estimate
the performance of a quorum-based method. Worst-case
discovery latency and CDF only show the worst situation
and the cumulation of discovery latency. Because the time
slots are asynchronous among all smartphones and the
number of neighbors is large, the cases of the beacons are
very complex. The difference between the best and the worst
case can be huge. For example, maybe there is no collision
in the best case but the beacons from different neighbors
may collide in every time slot in the worst case. According
to the definition of the VOTS and the way we calculate the
VOTS, VOTS can show the average ability of discovering
neighbors [9]. In this paper, we propose the novel metric
VOTS/QS = γ = Ev|Q| to evaluate QSs. It should be as
large as possible and can be used as a metric to evaluate
the performances of a Quorum System. The neighbor
discovery problem in this paper is formulated as follows
and some notations in this paper are shown in Table 1.

Objective :
Construct a QS�which has the maximal γ (3)

Subject to :
∀Qa, Qb ∈ �, 1 > Pu ≥ 0, ta ∈ N

+

: P((R(Qa, ta) ∩ Qb) �= ∅) > 0 (4)

3 Quorum system construction

This section proposes two kinds of QSs, E-grid(k) QS and
Plain(k) QS. We introduce their definitions, construction
methods and properties respectively.
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Table 1 General notations
Symbol Description Symbol Description

U Universal set L The length of the square array

D Smartphone set Ev The valid overlapped time slots

u Smartphone Po Pr of quorum pair having overlap

T Time period γ The Ev ratio

t Time shift Pu Pr of unreliable link appearing

τ Time slot Eo Expected quorum overlap sizes

� Quorum System R(Q, i) The rotation of a quorum

Q Quorum sgn(x) Sign function

Note: Pr means Probability

3.1 Grid quorum system

The E-grid(k) QS and Plain(k) QS are based on Grid QS, so
this paper introduces the Grid QS firstly. Given an integer
L, Grid QS �G = {Q0, . . . , QL2−1} is under the universal
set U = {0, 1, . . . , L2 − 1}, where |Q0| = |Q1| =, . . . ,=
|QL2−1| = 2L − 1. To construct �G, we firstly divide
each time period T into L ∗ L time slots and assign them
to the L ∗ L grids of the Grid QS. Each Grid quorum is
constructed by randomly selecting a main element from
the grids first, and all elements in the row and column
of the main element compose a Grid quorum as shown in
Fig. 3.

Lemma 2 The Grid QS satisfies the rotation closure
property [28].

3.2 E-grid(k ) quorum system

Definition 5 (E-grid(k) Quorum System) Given integers
L, k with 1 ≤ k ≤ L, the grids are generated by the

0 1 2 3 654

7 8 9 10 131211

42 43 44 45 484746

35 36 37 38 414039

28 29 30 31 343332

21 22 23 24 272625

14 15 16 17 201918

Fig. 3 There are two Gird quorums. One is indicated by blue while the
other is with oblique line

universal set U = {0, 1, . . . , L2 − 1} and each E-grid(k)
quorum is constructed by picking k different main diagonal
elements [x1, x1], . . . , [xk, xk] from the grids firstly, where
1 ≤ xk ≤ L. Then all the elements of the k “Grid quorums”
corresponding to the k main diagonal elements compose an
E-grid(k) quorum.

For example, as shown in Fig. 4, there is an E-grid(2)
quorum under Ua = {0, 1, . . . , 48} and the two main
diagonal elements are 16([3, 3]), 32([5, 5]). The quorum
consists of all the elements in column 3, 5 and row 3, 5.

Lemma 3 The E-grid(k) QS also satisfies the rotation
closure property.

Proof Since any E-grid(k) quorum is a super set of Gird
quorums it contains, the lemma holds.

3.3 Plain(k ) quorum system

Definition 6 (Plain(k) Quorum System) Given integers
L, k with 1 ≤ k ≤ L, each quorum of Plain(k) QS �P

0 1 2 3 654

7 8 9 10 131211

42 43 44 45 484746

35 36 37 38 414039

28 29 30 31 343332

21 22 23 24 272625

14 15 16 17 201918

Fig. 4 The two main diagonal elements of the E-grid(2) quorum are
16([3, 3]), 32([5, 5])
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0 1 2 3 654

7 8 9 10 131211

42 43 44 45 484746

35 36 37 38 414039

28 29 30 31 343332

21 22 23 24 272625

14 15 16 17 201918

Fig. 5 There are two Plain(1) quorums that they have a overlapped
time slot. One is indicated by blue while the other is with oblique line

is constructed by randomly picking kL different elements
from the L ∗ L grids generated by the universal set U =
{0, 1, . . . , L2 − 1}.

In Plain(k) QS, the grids of time slots are assigned
by the same way as the Grid QS does. An example of
Plain(k) QS is presented in Fig. 5. There are two Plain(1)
quorums. One is Qa={6, 8, 10, 18, 28, 31, 41} and the other
is Qb={8, 19, 23, 29, 33, 38, 46}. They have an overlapped
time slot 8.

Lemma 4 In Plain(k) QSs, the probability that each pair
of quorums satisfies the intersection property is given as the
following equation.

Po ≥ 1 − e−k2 (5)

Proof Firstly, we give a property of combinatorial mathe-
matics [16]

For integers n, c, and i, we have
(n−c

c−i )
(n
c)

≤ ( c
n
)i( n−c

n−i
)c−i (6)

According to Eq. 6,

Po =1− (L2−kL
kL )

(L2
kL)

≥1−(L2−kL

L2 )kL ≥1−e
− kL

L2
kL =1 − e−k2

(7)

Lemma 4 indicates that Plain(k) QSs satisfy the
intersection property well and Po is sufficiently large even
though k is quite small. For instance, when k = 2, Po =
1 − e−4 ≈ 0.982 and k = 3, Po = 1 − e−9 ≈ 0.999.

4 Neighbor discovery algorithm

In this section, we design two distributed neighbor
discovery algorithms to solve asynchronous neighbor
discovery problem based on E-grid(k) QS and Plain(k) QS.

4.1 Algorithm construction

In the E-grid(k) neighbor discovery algorithm, as shown
in Algorithm 1, the main part is to construct the QS. The first
step is to set an initialization, then smartphone u constructs
an E-grid(k) QS and randomly selects an E-grid(k) quorum
Qu. This selected quorum determines the time schedule of
u. u is awake during active time slots and asleep during
idle time slots. In the second step, u sends message Msg(u)

to other smartphones and listens to neighbors’ messages
Msg(s)while it is awake and does nothing while it is asleep.
If there are more than one smartphone, the collision of the
beacons from the different neighbors cannot be ignored.
Thus we use a collision set Sc to include the number of
received messages during each active time slot. If |Sc| > 1,
u cannot discover any neighbors due to the collision of
beacons and if |Sc| = 1, u can discover the neighbor.
This algorithm runs one period and returns a set Sn of the
neighbors. Plain(k) neighbor discovery algorithm, as shown
in Algorithm 2, is quite similar with the E-grid(k) algorithm.
The only difference between these two algorithms is the QS
they use.
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4.2 Performance analysis

In this part, we analyze the performances of the proposed
algorithms theoretically when the link is reliable and the
network is a P2P model. We conduct simulations to show
the performances when the network is a clique model or
the link is unreliable as shown in Section 5. Also, we
will show the performances of Ev through simulations.
The E-grid(k) neighbor discovery algorithm is analyzed at
first.

Theorem 1 The quorum size |Q| of an E-grid(k) quorum is
−k2 + 2Lk.

Proof Suppose L is a positive integer and when k = 1,
|Q| is 2L − 1. Let k = 2, 3, |Q| is 4L − 4, 6L − 9. Thus,
we assume |Q| is −k2 + 2Lk and prove it by mathematical
induction. When k = 1, |Q| is 2L − 1. Suppose k = n,
|Q| is −n2 + 2Ln. When k = n + 1, the new “Grid
quorum” has two overlapped time slots with each remaining
“Grid quorums”. So |Q| is −n2 + 2Ln + 2L − 1 − 2n =
−(n + 1)2 + 2L(n + 1) and the theorem holds.

Theorem 2 In terms of the E-grid(k) QS, Eo is

k∑

i=max(0,2k−L)

(
k
i

)(
L−k
k−i

)
(
L
k

) (f (i) + 2(k − i)2),

where f (i) = −i2 + 2Li and L ≥ k.

Proof Suppose Qa and Qb are two quorums randomly
selected from an E-grid(k) QS. We can get that Qa and Qb

have i “Grid quorums” in common, where i is limited. If
2k > L, Qa and Qb must have at least 2k − L common
“Grid quorums”, i.e. 2k − L ≤ i ≤ k. If 2k ≤ L, Qa and
Qb may have no common “Grid quorum”, i.e. 0 ≤ i ≤ k.
Thus, we have max(0, 2k − L) ≤ i ≤ k.

When there are i common “Grid quorums”, there are
−i2 + 2Li (i.e. f (i)) overlapped time slots, according to
Theorem 1. There are k − i “Grid quorums” not in common
for Qa , each of them having two overlapped time slots with
the other k − i “Grid quorums” in E-grid(k) quorum Qb.
That is 2(k − i)2 overlapped time slots and the total amount
of overlapped time slots is f (i) + 2(k − i)2.

Suppose Qa is randomly determined at first. If Qa and
Qb have i common “Grid quorums”, the occurrences of i

common “Grid quorums” in Qb are
(
k
i

)
. Then Qb only can

select k−i not common “Grid quorums” from T \Qa and the
occurrences are

(
L−k
k−i

)
. There are

(
L
k

)
possible permutations

of Qb in total. Therefore, the probability of Qa and Qb

having i common “Grid quorums” is
(k

i)(
L−k
k−i )

(L
k)

. Then the

theorem holds.

Lemma 5 The EQOS Eo of Plain QS is

kL∑

i=max(0,2kL−L2)

i

(
kL
i

)(
L2−kL
kL−i

)

(
L2

kL

) (8)

Proof At first, we consider the situation that Qa and Qb

have i overlapped time slots in �Pl . There are two cases:
when 2kL ≥ L2, Qa and Qb must have 2kL − L2

overlapped time slots; when 0 < 2kL < L2, Qa and Qb

may not have overlapped time slots. Thus, max(0, 2kL −
L2) ≤ i ≤ kL. Then we calculate the probability that Qa

and Qb having i overlapped time slots. First, Qa can be
selected from the grids randomly. Then i overlapped time
slots in Qb only can be selected from Qa . The occurrences
of i overlapped time slots in Qb are

(
kL
i

)
. Then kL − i

not overlapped time slots in Qb only can be selected from

T \Qa and the occurrences are
(
L2−kL
kL−i

)
. If there is no

constraint for Qb, the occurrences of Qb are
(
L2

kL

)
. Thus, the

probability P of Qa and Qb having i overlapped time slots

is
(
kL
i

)(
L2−kL
kL−i

)
/
(
L2

kL

)
. Eo of Plain(k) QS is the sum of i ∗ P

for all feasible i. Then the lemma holds.

5 Experiment results

We evaluate our protocols by simulation and consider both
the P2P and clique networks. In the P2P case, there is only
one smartphone within each smartphone’s communication
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Fig. 6 Comparison between simulation and analysis with reliable link

range. In the clique case, there are several neighbors within
each smartphone’s communication range. Each smartphone
sends a beacon at the beginning of the active time slot
and the beacon interval has a length of 50ms. In order to
utilize the unreliable link in simulations, we firstly generate
a uniform distribution from 0 to 1 and then randomly get
a number from this distribution. If the number is smaller
than the threshold, the link is unreliable. If not, the link has
no problem. For comparison, we implement quorum-based
neighbor discovery protocols such as Grid, U-Connect,
Searchlight-S, Disco protocols and Birthday protocol which
is not a quorum-based protocol. In this section, we firstly
compare VOTS/QS in theoretical analysis and simulation
for E-grid(k) QS and Plain(k) QS. Then we compare all QSs
mentioned above by VOTS/QS and CDF when the link is
reliable and unreliable respectively. We present the trend of
VOTS/QS with parameter k changing in E-grid(k) QS and
Plain(k) QS with reliable link. These simulations are P2P
cases and we also conduct simulations in a clique model.
We compare all QSs by VOTS/QS and CDF with the link is
reliable and unreliable respectively in the clique model.

In addition, when trying to get CDF or VOTS/QS, we
have to traverse all the possible initialization combinations
and calculate these cases. However, in lots of cases, the
number of overall different combinations is too large to
traverse. For instance, when the round size of Plain(1)
QS is 289 in P2P simulations, the amount of all possible
permutations is

(289
7

)
. Instead, we calculate them by

randomly selecting the initialization combinations sufficient
times (e.g., 107 or 108) and using the mean of them.

5.1 P2P simulation

Figure 6 demonstrates the simulation result and the
theoretical analysis result of E-grid(2) QS and Plain(2) QS.
The round size of E-grid(2) QS and Plain(2) QS are from 4
to 289. For these two QSs, we can see the simulation result
and theoretical result are almost the same.

Figure 7 shows VOTS/QS results of QSs. Compared with
U-Connect, Searchlight-S, Grid and Disco QSs, Plain(3)
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Fig. 7 Performances of VOTS/QS under eight different QSs with
reliable link

QS achieves more VOTS/QS by 54.3%, 41.2%, 24.6% and
31.3% in average and 114.3%, 127.3%, 80.2% and 60.9%
at most. E-grid(2) QS can improve VOTS/QS by 84.5%,
69.6%, 48.9% and 56.9% in average and 128.4%, 166.6%,
77.7% and 60.7% at most. Both Plain(k) QS and E-grid(k)
QS make great improvement compared with other QSs.

Figure 8 shows VOTS/QS of eight different QSs with
probability Pu = 0.1. The results show that Plain(k) QS
reaches high VOTS/QS than other QSs when the link is
unreliable. VOTS/QS of Plain(2) QS is 5.56, 4.25, 1.88
and 6.74 times that of U-Connect, Searchlight-S, Grid and
Disco QSs in average cases. Overall, E-grid(1), E-grid(2),
Grid, U-Connect, Searchlight-S, Disco QSs perform quite
equally and not effectively. Plain(2) and Plain(3) QSs have
great advantages in this case. The gap between the former
six protocols and Plain(k) protocol gets smaller when round
size becomes larger.

Figure 9 shows VOTS/QS results of Plain(k) QSs with
different k from 1 to 5. Note that the Plain(k) QS with higher
k has better VOTS/QS performances but also we should pay
attention to the energy consumption. The average VOTS/QS
of Plain(5) QS is 2.58 times that of Plain(1), 1.71 times
that of Plain(2), 1.34 times that of Plain(3) and 1.13 times
that of Plain(4). As shown in Fig. 9, when k is smaller,
the VOTS/QS performances of Plain(k) QS is more easily
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Fig. 9 Plain(k) QSs with different k and reliable link

affected by round size. Thus, we usually select a large k to
guarantee a steady performance.

Figure 10 presents VOTS/QS performances of E-grid(k)
QSs with different k from 1 to 5. An E-grid(k) QS
with higher k has better VOTS/QS performances but also
we should pay attention to the energy consumption. The
average VOTS/QS of E-grid(5) QS is 2.34 times that of
E-grid(1), 1.57 times that of E-grid(2), 1.26 times that of E-
grid(3) and 1.10 times that of E-grid(4). Also, as shown in
Fig. 10, when k is smaller, the VOTS/QS performances of
E-grid(k) QS is more easily affected by round size. Thus, we
usually select a large k to guarantee a steady performance.

Figure 11 involves the CDF performances of six different
QSs. The pair of prime numbers in Disco are (37, 43), the
prime number of U-Connect is 31, the probing period of
Searchlight-S is 40 time slots. The side length and k in E-
grid(k) are (40, 1) and in Plain(k) are (40, 2). As shown in
Fig. 11, Searchlight-S QS has the best CDF performances
and E-grid(k), Disco, Grid QSs have the same worst CDF
performances. They have the same duty cycle 5%. The
curve tendency of Plain(k) QS is different from others,
which means a plenty of cases are large discovery latency
in Plain(k) protocol. The minimum worst-case latency of
E-grid(40, 1) and Plain(40, 1) are 1600 time slots, which
is 4 times that of Searchlight-S. Plain(40, 1) QS reaches
the third place overall and the result is better than that
of Disco and Grid QS. In a conclusion, the P2P CDF
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Fig. 11 P2P CDF performance with six different QSs and reliable link

performances of Plain(k) and E-grid(k) QSs are worse than
that of U-Connect and Searchlight-S QSs.

Figure 12 shows the CDF performances of six different
QSs with same duty cycle 5% and Pu = 0.3. The result
is quite different from that of Fig. 11. Especially, Plain(40,
2) QS performs better when there exists unreliable link. In
Fig. 11, discovery latency of U-Connect is always smaller
than that of Plain(k) QS. However, median discovery
latency of Plain(k) QS is greater than that of U-Connect in
this Figure. It can be explained by the random construction
method of Plain(k) QS. The randomness of construction
offsets the influence of Pu in a certain degree. Plain(k)
QS makes the second place overall, which is prior to its
performances in Fig. 11. Then other QSs do not have
significant changes.

5.2 Clique simulation

Besides P2P simulations, we also conduct clique simula-
tions, where there is more than one neighbor within each
smartphone’s communication range. In this scenario, we
evaluate QSs by VOTS/QS and CDF. The discovery latency
in clique model is an amount of time slots for a smartphone
to discoverm different neighbors. With many neighbors, the
beacons from different neighbors may conflict at the smart-
phone A resulting in smartphone A cannot deal with any of
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Fig. 13 The VOTS/QS result of clique model with reliable link

the beacons. Thus, usually the smartphones cannot find all
their neighbors. The number of different initialization com-
binations of QSs is even more tremendous than that of P2P
model because there are more smartphones. It is imprac-
tical to go through all those permutations. Therefore, we
calculate them by randomly selecting the initialization com-
binations sufficient times (e.g., 107 or 108) and using the
mean of them.

Figure 13 demonstrates the VOTS/QS of QSs in the
clique model, where each smartphone has 9 neighbors in
its communication range. With the changes of round size,
the best VOTS/QS value of each kind of QSs are quite the
same. U-Connect is 1.9476, Searchlight-S is 1.9486, Grid
is 1.9483, Disco is 1.9482, E-grid(1) is 1.9481, E-grid(2) is
1.9490, Plain(2) is 1.9487 and Plain(3) is 1.9488. The peak
of VOTS/QS in U-Connect, Searchlight-S, Grid and Disco
QSs come earlier. These QSs are better when round size is
small (e.g., 200) and E-grid(k), Plain(k) QSs are better when
round size is large (e.g., 800). It implies that these four QSs
perform worse than E-grid(k) and Plain(k) QSs with reliable
link when round size is very large (e.g., 1600). When round
size is 1600, the VOTS/QS of E-grid(2) and Plain(3) are 1.6
and 1.5 times that of Searchlight-S and U-Connect QSs.

Figure 14 shows the VOTS/QS of eight different QSs
when the link is unreliable and Pu = 0.7. The performances
are quite similar to Fig. 13. Compared with Fig. 13, the best
value of VOTS/QS of all QSs come earlier. Then the best
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VOTS/QS value of each QS are still almost the same. With
the round size becoming larger, Plain(k) QS outperforms
than Disco, Searchlight-S, Grid, and U-Connect QSs and the
performance of Plain(k) QS is stable.

Figure 15 shows the CDF in the clique model. As
mentioned above, usually the smartphones cannot discover
all their neighbors accounts for the interference of
concurrent signals. In Fig. 15, each smartphone has 39
neighbors and a time shift to simulate the asynchronous
situation. The duty cycle is 5% and the parameters of
QSs are the same as Fig. 11. These six QSs all cannot
detect 39 neighbors. Grid, Disco and E-grid(k) QSs can
discover 37 neighbors, U-Connect and Plain(k) QSs are
30 and Searchlight-S is 27. Though discovery latency
of Searchlight-S is quite small, it only can detect 70%
neighbors, in contrast, E-grid(k) can find out almost all
neighbors. Thus we will prefer to use E-grid(k) QS in a
clique situation with reliable link.

As shown in Fig. 16, the CDF performances in a clique
model with Pu = 0.7 are different from Fig. 15. The
settings of QSs are the same as Fig. 15. These six QSs
all cannot detect 39 neighbors. Plain(k) QS can discover
17 neighbors, E-grid(k) and Disco are 15, Grid is 14 and
Searchlight-S is 13, U-Connect is 12. Though discovery
latency of Searchlight-S is quite small, it only can detect
33.3% neighbors, in contrast, Plain(k) QS can find out
43.3% neighbors.
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6 Related work

6.1 Neighbor discovery problem

Neighbor discovery problem is a fundamental problem in
wireless sensor networks and wireless mobile networks [3,
24, 29]. It can be applied in many useful applications [27,
30, 31]. A basic problem is asynchronous neighbor
discovery problem. Qiu et al. [20] devises a family of
Nihao energy-efficient protocols having more beacons
at asleep time slots and fewer probes. Chen et al. [3]
proposes a protocol focusing on the situation when nodes
have heterogeneous antenna configurations. Margolies et
al. [17] presents the Power Aware Neighbor Discovery
Asynchronously (Panda) protocol in which nodes transform
between the sleep, receive, and transmit states. Bracciale et
al. [2] designs a different approach to maximizing the total
number of discoverable contacts with a battery charge and
[22] constructs an ALOHA-like algorithm that is at most a
factor min(�, ln n) worse than optimal. However, in sum,
they can’t deal with realistic situations, where the links of
each smartphone pair are unreliable.

6.2 Deterministic protocols

A deterministic protocol establishes a pattern to schedule
the periodical operations of each smartphone. A kind of
foundational deterministic protocol is Quorum System and
an important QS is presented in [15] called Grid QS. A
period in Gird QS has m2 consecutive time slots, where
a smartphone is either awake or asleep. The smartphones
transmit and listen to messages during awake time slots.
So two neighboring smartphones discover each other when
they are both awake. Those m2 time slots are arranged as
an m × m matrix. Each smartphone selects a quorum from
the QS, during which the smartphone stays awake. This
QS ensures that two neighboring smartphones will have at
least two intersecting awake time slots during each period
even in an asynchronous network. However, the quorum
size is 2m − 1 and Luk et al. propose a new QS based
on the Grid QS in [14], which arranges the time slots as a
right-angled triangle and its quorum size is approximately√
2m. There is an another new quorum in [14]—Cyclic

QS. Cyclic QS is based on the ideas of cyclic block design
and cyclic difference sets in combinatorial theory and the
optimal solution of it can reach the lower bound of the
quorum size—m. Torus QS is presented in [12] relaxing
the time slot arrangement condition. Jiang et al. prove that
QS satisfying the rotation closure property can solve the
neighbor discovery problem and propose the e-torus QS in
[10], which gives us inspiration.

There exists many important QSs, for instance, Disco,
U-connect, and Searchlight. Disco and U-connect QSs are

based on the Chinese Remainder Theorem [7]. In Disco
protocol, each smartphone chooses a pair of prime numbers
(p1, p2) and wakes up at multiples of p1 and p2. U-connect
uses only one prime number p. Each smartphone turns
awake only at multiples of p; as well as p+1

2 time slots
every p2 time slots. These two prime-based QSs reduce
the worst-case discovery latency. Searchlight improves the
relationship between the patterns of two smartphones and
performs much better.

Except the QS protocols mentioned above, people put
forward different deterministic protocols. Meng et al. [19]
proposes a code-base protocol. In this protocol, it uses codes
to represent the state of a smartphone and constructs optimal
codes from a perfect difference set, which gets a better
worst-case latency. Chen et al. in [4] designs a non-integer
protocol, that is, time is continuous and smartphones may
become active or inactive at any point in time, subject to
fewer constraints.

6.3 Probabilistic protocols

McGlynn et al. in [18] introduces a family of “Birthday
protocols”, which use random independent transmissions
to discover adjacent smartphones and are the foundation
of probabilistic protocols. The time is slotted and each
smartphone determines the work mode from transmitting,
listening and energy-saving with a specific probability in
birthday protocol. Because this protocol is inspired by
Birthday Paradox, it gains great performances in median
cases. Nevertheless, it doesn’t have the upper bound of
discovery latency, that is, the worst-case latency will be
arbitrarily long.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we design a novel deterministic QS–E-
grid(k) QS and a novel probabilistic QS–Plain(k) QS and
propose two algorithms based on these two QSs to solve
the asynchronous neighbor discovery problem in wireless
mobile networks with unreliable link. We evaluate our
algorithms by VOTS/QS and CDF. Then we compare their
performances with other protocols mentioned in related
work such Searchlight-S, U-Connect, Disco and Grid QSs.
In P2P model, Plain(k) and E-grid(k) QSs can reach the
best VOTS/QS with reliable or unreliable link. Compared
by CDF, Plain(k) QS can perform better than Grid and Disco
QSs with reliable link and Grid, Disco and U-Connect QSs
with unreliable link. In clique model, Plain(k) and E-grid(k)
QSs have higher VOTS/QS when round size is large with
reliable or unreliable link. Evaluated by CDF, Plain(k) and
E-grid(k) QSs can find out most neighbors with reliable
or unreliable link. Both our simulation result and theoretic
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analysis have shown that these new QSs achieve better
performances than existing works.
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